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ABSTRACT

Stereological estimation of surface area of three-dimensional objects using serial sections usually

requires perfect realignment of the sections. In physical sectioning often fiducial markers are used to

realign the sections. Nevertheless shrinking and other deformations of the slices frequently make it

impossible to obtain a precise reconstruction of the spatial arrangement. This inaccuracy causes an

error in surface area estimation using methods as e.g. the spatial grid. As shown in the paper, it leads

to an overestimation of the surface area. The error is related to the deviation of the “true” slice

positions and a simple method is suggested to calculate an upper bound of the error by comparing the

relative positions of the fiducial marker profiles on the sections. This method is successfully applied to

the estimation of a fish brain’s surface area.
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INTRODUCTION

A well-known problem — not only to life scientists — is how to estimate total surface area of

particles when only a few specimen are available. Popular solutions consist in evaluation of serial

section stacks by means of three-dimensional reconstruction or equivalent stereological methods as the

spatial grid (Sandau, 1987).

In contrast to volume determination following the Cavalieri principle, surface area measurements

require a perfect realignment of the sections. This is no problem if optical sections are made, as

demonstrated by Howard and Sandau (I992) for the CSLM. However, most often there is no choice but

physical sectioning. Here, realignment is rendered difficult by uncontrollable shrinkage and stretching of

the slices.

A lot of studies, e.g. Laan et al. (I989) and Rydmark et al. (1992), have focussed on restoring the












